FIRST OVER EVEREST
strange at this moment to ponder how these hard and knobly-
looking hills grew the plant that provides the homely cup of
tea. . . . Directly beneath the aircraft was a sea of clouds,
and looking forward as the mountain came nearer and nearer,
great peaks of over 20,000 feet upreared themselves from the
clouds which lapped the upper slopes of Kangchenjunga and
its main range. We were now looking down on scenes never
before viewed by the eye of bird or man.
"Kangchenjunga is not a mountain in the ordinary sense;
it is a mass of mountains reaching out southwards from the
main Himalayan range stretching in a north-westerly, south-
westerly, and south-easterly direction, mighty beyond imagin-
ing, bounded on all sides by such awe-inspiring scenery as
human eye can rarely gaze upon. To attempt to describe it by
saying that in these directions lay a stretch of snow peaks,
glaciers and tumbled valleys, giving the appearance of a terrific
sea, imparts little idea of the unspeakable reality of what lay
beneath us. Still less can the camera convey the wonderful
impression of the illimitable magnificence and immensity of
the scene. Away to the north-west Everest and its companion
towered up into the sky, and far beyond them, stretching in-
to the blue distance appeared an array of lesser mountains. All
this time the great mass of Kangchenjunga was drawing nearer,
and now it became certain that the cloud formation at the top
was rapidly growing denser and higher. Forty minutes after
having seen the mountain-top completely clear of all cloud,
there had formed a huge cloud cap 1,500 feet thick, and many
miles in area, completely obliterating the summit. Looking
away from this disappointing coverlet the  cold mountains
were putting over their heads, I saw Ellison quite close, with
Bonnett busily operating his camera. Fisher, who had been
quietly preparing for this moment, now asked if he could open
his cockpit. I agreed, as we had by then attained the desired
height of 34,000 feet Again I looked over the side and saw
Ellison coming up almost wing-tip to wing-tip. Incidentally, I
had to be careful about moving my head because of my
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